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Abstract: During the 2014 APEC Conference, there was a long presence of blue sky (APEC Blue) after
a long-time occurrence of hazy weather in Beijing, China, which prompted the public’s attention
to heavy-polluting enterprises to reach a new peak. Will the public’s negative concern about the
incident will affect the operation of heavy-polluting enterprises? In this paper, we analyzed the
influence of the haze-related exogenous events before and after the “APEC Blue” on earnings
management of heavy-polluting enterprises from a new perspective of negative social attention.
We carry out research from three perspectives for further research, which involve the growth in the
demand for accounting information disclosure, the increase of consumers’ low-carbon consciousness
and differences in the amount of attention on enterprises with different properties and scales.
Results indicate that heavy-polluting enterprises have stronger preference for downward earnings
management, especially in those enterprises that are large in scale, non-state owned, or have a direct
relationship with consumers.

Keywords: hazy weather; heavy-polluting enterprises; earnings management; difference-in-
difference model

1. Introduction

Haze, as a threat to human health, has been a hot topic that greatly raises public concern after
the serious fine particulate matter (PM2.5) event at the end of October 2011 in China. Especially,
the blue sky during the APEC conference in Beijing revived people’s confidence in haze management.
Meanwhile, heavy-polluting enterprises were exposed to the public. Much of the negative social
concern forced heavy-polluting enterprises to lower their accounting book data and take downward
earnings management to reduce corporate exposure.

Rohde [1] studied the causes of haze in Beijing and pointed out that most haze pollutions are
attributed to heavy industrial districts nearby with a small proportion attributed to local factories.
It is worth mentioning that accounting information is one of the important means through which
the public can evaluate whether a heavy-polluting enterprise is “the heartless rich” and failed to
commit to the social and environmental responsibilities. Therefore, accounting information disclosure
of heavy-polluting enterprises is extremely important. It is not only the basis for making accurate
judgment whether they have illegal operations, but also one of the critical references for policy
implementation. Therefore, accounting information has attracted extensive attention from scholars,
society and government. The public is concerned about whether heavy-polluting enterprises are “the
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heartless rich” and whether they have fulfilled social responsibilities in environmental protection
practically, while scholars pay more and more attention to the authenticity of the disclosed information.
Using the breakpoint regression model, Guo et al. [2] tested whether heavy-polluting enterprises
adopted obvious earnings management measures before and after the launch of the control policy for
them in 2010 under the influence of air pollution during 2008–2012, and found that heavy-polluting
enterprises have adopted downward earnings management when Air Pollution Indexes (APIs) were
100, 200 and 300. Liu et al. [3] discussed the influence of haze-induced political cost on earnings
management of heavy-polluting enterprises through the exogenous PM2.5 event, and found that the
experimental groups adopted downward earnings management measures after the event to avoid
social and government attention.

As discussed above, most of the previous studies based on the serious PM2.5 event focus on the
influence of haze on the heavy-polluting enterprises. The previous studies explore the relationship
between haze and the quality of accounting information disclosure of heavy-pollution enterprises
from the perspective of political costs. In comparison, our study chooses a different approach to
study this problem; that is, from the perspective of public pressure. Because the PM2.5 event broke
out suddenly and people had little knowledge of haze, public attention on haze has only put small
pressure on heavy-polluting enterprises. Hence, PM2.5 is inapplicable as the exogenous event of this
study. By contrast, the occurrence of “APEC Blue” in 2014 raised the public awareness and drew
people’s attention to hazy weather. The present study discussed the influence of haze on the quality of
accounting information disclosure of listed heavy-polluting enterprises under negative social attention
based on earnings management changes before and after the “APEC Blue”. After studying the impacts
of the rich list on accounting information disclosure of enterprises, Ye et al. [4] pointed out that negative
social attention would influence the quality of disclosed accounting information from enterprises to
some extent. Recently, the public has been paying attention to some heavy-polluting enterprises after
their environmental pollution behavior was disclosed by social media. The public will label a company
as “the heartless rich” if they earn high profits but produce a large amount of pollution. The public will
also resist the products produced by those enterprises. Therefore, these heavy-polluting enterprises
keep a “reasonably” low profile and sacrifice the quality of disclosed information, especially the profit
information, aiming to avoid being labeled by the public as “seeking happiness at the cost of causing
pain to the public”.

In addition, the present study discussed the earnings management of heavy-polluting enterprises
from the new perspective of negative social attention. Therefore, our conclusions are of strong
theoretical and practical significance, especially to the research on the motivation of earnings
management of heavy-polluting enterprises. In the present study, heavy-polluting enterprises were
divided into three categories according to different motivations of earnings management. Our results
provide important implications for future research, especially by providing references for researchers to
identify heavy-polluting enterprises that may significantly reduce the accounting information quality.
Our study will therefore improve the accuracy and reliability of follow-up empirical studies based on
the accounting information. Moreover, our research will contribute to the study on the authenticity of
accounting information disclosure, which is helpful for related authorities to formulate air pollution
control policies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the theoretical analysis and
research hypotheses. Section 3 describes the method of the empirical research, which involves sample
selection, data collection, model development and definition of variables, while the empirical results
and analysis are presented in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes and concludes with suggestions for
future research.

2. Theoretical Analysis and Research Hypotheses

Social attention on haze has brought pressure to all sections of society, causing heavy-polluting
enterprises to reduce the quality of accounting information disclosure. After the “APEC Blue”
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event, those heavy-polluting enterprises asked to halt production during the APEC meeting are
highly concerned by local public. These enterprises are considered as the “culprit” of local hazy
weather and are therefore strongly suppressed by the local public. Thus, reducing negative social
attention becomes the primary motivation for earnings management of heavy-polluting enterprises.
Heavy-polluting enterprises with high profits are “highlighted” which attract wide attention of the
public and government. Such high profits of heavy-polluting enterprises, with the image of “culprit”
for air pollution, are viewed as “ill-gotten gains” by the public. Due to the development of Internet,
both capital market and the public’s low-carbon consciousness result in the high demand for enterprise
information disclosure. In the present study, the theoretical analysis of the relationship between social
pressure caused by haze and accounting information disclosure of heavy-polluting enterprises from the
perspective of earnings management involves the growth in the demand for accounting information
disclosure, the increase of consumers’ low-carbon consciousness [5,6] and differences in the amount of
attention on enterprises of different properties and scales. The influence mechanism of haze-induced
social pressure on accounting information disclosure quality of heavy-polluting enterprises is shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The influence mechanism of haze-induced social pressure on accounting information
disclosure quality of heavy-polluting enterprises.

Firstly, since heavy polluting-enterprises are unwilling to face the increasing demand for
accounting information disclosure caused by haze, they have a strong intention to control earnings after
the “APEC Blue” to avoid increasing other costs caused by excessive social attention. When studying
the social responsibility of information disclosure of enterprises, Dan [7] pointed out that China’s
heavy-polluting enterprises are passive in disclosing information and believe that relevant information
disclosure to the public will increase the costs of enterprises. Liu et al. [3] reported that high-quality
accounting information disclosure and high profit are easier to make heavy-polluting enterprises more
transparent and consequently disclose problems of other enterprises. Subsequently, social media will
make deep investigations and reports, further increasing social attention on enterprises. To decrease the
negative social attention caused by haze and meet the increasing demand for information disclosure,
enterprises have a strong motivation to adopt downward earnings management to reduce book
profit. Downward earnings management can cope with the growth of information disclosure demand
caused by haze and reduce negative social attention on their production management. In other words,
enterprises successfully gain sympathy from the public through downward earnings management,
which can not only relieve negative social attention and suppression, but also effectively avoid
control from relevant governmental authorities. These enterprises can even obtain certain subsidies
for environmental protection. Hence, based on the theory of enterprise information disclosure,
a hypothesis (H1) is proposed as follows:

Hypothesis (H1). Heavy-polluting enterprises have a strong motivation to reduce the quality of accounting
information disclosure after the “APEC Blue” event and adopt downward earnings management to reduce social
attention and meet the increasing information disclosure demand.
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Secondly, consumers’ low-carbon consciousness is awakening. Social pressure on heavy-polluting
enterprises will directly influence consumers’ demand for their products. Heavy-polluting enterprises
that are directly related with consumers (e.g., cloth and shoes manufacturers) have a strong motivation
to adopt downward earnings management and create a corporate image of “low profits but quick
turnover”, aiming to avoid large-scale consumer boycott against their products because of their
heavy pollution. As the intensification of hazy weather which causes serious threats to the public’s
living quality, people’s “indignation” for haze reaches the peak. They begin to actively look out for
environmental pollution behavior of local heavy-polluting enterprises and publicize it through network
propaganda and large-scale protest. With the enhancing low-carbon consciousness of consumers,
people concern more on green production techniques [8] and the fulfillment of enterprises’ social
responsibilities in environmental protection [9,10]. When heavy-polluting enterprises are labeled as
the “heartless rich”, they will face abundant negative attention from consumers, which will bring great
pressure to their future production development. Moreover, such negative attention from consumers is
likely to disclose more improper acts from the enterprises if there is any, and even results in real-time
monitoring, hefty fine or forced shutdown from relevant department. To leave a good impression
with consumers, heavy-polluting enterprises that are directly related with consumers have to create a
corporate image of actively fulfilling environmental protection responsibilities and avoid consumers’
attention caused by the sharp contrast and association between high profits and heavy pollution.
Taken together, based on the theory of green consumption, the second hypothesis (H2) is proposed
as follows:

Hypothesis (H2). Heavy-polluting enterprises that are directly related to consumers have a strong motivation
to reduce accounting information disclosure quality after the “APEC Blue” event and adopt downward earnings
management to retain consumers’ loyalty.

Finally, heavy-polluting enterprises with different properties and scales will receive different levels
of social attention and are thereby motivated to different degrees for earnings management. Large-sized
enterprises are easier to attract public attention than small-sized ones. In other words, the public expects
a higher social responsibility from large-sized enterprises, compared to small-sized ones. The western
scale hypothesis postulates that large-sized enterprises have a stronger motivation to conceal huge
profits and prefer downward earnings management to relieve attention from government departments
with the increase of government cost. As a large-scale experiment of haze control in China, “APEC Blue”
has achieved considerable effects. It enhances the confidence of environmental protection departments
in haze control and provides the government with an explicit management direction. Therefore,
large-sized enterprises would keep a reasonably “low profile” to avoid public attention after the “APEC
Blue” event. They protect their production and operation from increasing political costs through the
downward earnings management. In terms of enterprise properties, compared to non-state-owned
enterprises, state-owned enterprises have certain advantages in government-enterprise relationship
and financing. Besides, they possess rich resources and subsidies, enabling them to cope with the
increasing cost caused by environmental regulation [11]. Most environmental regulations are to
restrict non-state-owned enterprises, so they will face higher political costs and more social attention.
Therefore, non-state-owned enterprises have a stronger motivation of earnings management than
state-owned enterprises when coping with public pressure and government regulations caused by
haze [12,13]. Hence, based on the theory of political cost and the theory of enterprise scale, the third
and fourth hypotheses (H3 and H4) are proposed as follows:

Hypothesis (H3). Large-sized heavy-polluting enterprises have a strong motivation to adopt downward
earnings management to avoid unnecessary political cost and social attention after the “APEC Blue” event.

Hypothesis (H4). Non-state-owned heavy-polluting enterprises have a stronger motivation to decrease
accounting information disclosure quality and adopt downward earnings management to avoid unnecessary
political cost and social attention after the “APEC Blue” event.
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3. Research Method

3.1. Sample Selection and Data Source

Considering the data availability, the sample interval is set at 2012–2016. According to settings of
difference-in-difference model, heavy-polluting enterprises are used as the experimental group and
non-heavy-polluting enterprises are used as the control group based on the “APEC Blue” event.
Heavy-polluting enterprises are divided according to Announcement on Special Emission Limit of
Atmospheric Pollutants (hereinafter referred as Announcement), which covers the industries of thermal
power, steel, petrifaction, cement, nonferrous metals and chemical engineering. Non-heavy-polluting
enterprises are divided according to Guideline for Industrial Classification of Listed Companies of
China Securities Regulatory Commission revised by Liu et al. in 2012. The remaining listed
companies in the same category of heavy-polluting enterprises are considered as non-heavy-polluting
enterprises. A total of 417 enterprises are selected, including 204 heavy-polluting enterprises and
213 non-heavy-polluting enterprises. A further selection is conducted to ensure the complete
disclosed enterprises data: (1) enterprise samples with poor and missing financial data and ST
enterprises are eliminated; and (2) enterprise samples with obvious business crossing over the
heavy-polluting enterprises and non-heavy-polluting enterprises are eliminated. Finally, there are
in total 1205 available observation data points, including those for 204 heavy-polluting enterprises
and 205 non-heavy-polluting enterprises. All data are collected from the Wonder Database and the
missing enterprise data is supplemented manually from disclosed information in the enterprises’
annual reports.

3.2. Model Setting and Definition of Variables

3.2.1. Measurement Model of Earnings Management

The early studies of earnings management mostly employed the basic Jones model [14]. Later,
scholars found that the modified Jones model can recognize accruable earnings management and
estimate operating accruable profit better in panel data classified by industries. In the present study,
earnings management quality indexes are estimated by the basic Jones model. In addition, the annual
regression of industries is accomplished based on the cross-sectional modified Jones model. The annual
non-operating accruable profit and operating profits of enterprises are established according to
estimation parameters, and the earnings management index is measured by operating accruable
profit [15]. Therefore, earnings management is measured by the basic Jones model and the modified
Jones model, resulting in indexes EM1 and EM2.

The basic Jones model is:

NDAit
Ait−1

= α̂1

(
1

Ait−1

)
+ α̂2

∆REVit
Ait−1

+ α̂3

(
PPEit
Ait−1

)
(1a)

where NDAit/Ait−1 is the non-operating accruable profits of the listed company i after the final total
assets of t − 1 period, Ait−1 is the final total assets of company i of the t − 1 period, ∆REVit is the
changes of sales revenue of company i in the current year and the last year after t period, and PPEit is
the original value of fixed assets at t period. Based on the annual regulations of different industries,
the estimation parameters a1, a2 and a3 are gained and brought into Equation (1b), producing the total
profits of the year (TAit). The model is:

TAit
Ait−1

= α1

(
1

Ait−1

)
+

α2∆REVit
Ait−1

+ α3

(
PPEit
Ait−1

)
+ εit (1b)
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Equations (1a) and (1b) are calculated and the results are put into Equation (1c) for regression,
thus EM1 can be gained as:

EM1 =
TAit
Ait−1

− NDAit
Ait−1

(1c)

The modified Jones model is:

NDAit
Ait−1

= α̂1

(
1

Ait−1

)
+ α̂2

(∆REVit − ∆RECit)

Ait−1
+ α̂3(

PPEit
Ait−1

) (2a)

where ∆RECit is the receivables difference of company i between the end of t period and the end of
last period. The other variables have the same meaning as the variables in the basic Jones model.
In comparison, the receivables difference (∆RECit) is deducted from the sales revenue of company
(∆REVit) in the modified Jones. Based on the annual regulations of different industries, the estimation
parameters a1, a2 and a3 are gained and brought into Equation (2b), producing the total profits of the
year (TAit). The model is:

TAit
Ait−1

= α1

(
1

Ait−1

)
+

α2(∆REVit − ∆RECit)

Ait−1
+ α3

(
PPEit
Ait−1

)
+ εit (2b)

Equations (2a) and (2b) are calculated and the results are put into (2c) for regression, thus EM2
can be gained as:

EM2 =
TAit
Ait−1

− NDAit
Ait−1

(2c)

3.2.2. Empirical Model

A difference-in-difference (DID) model is built to verify the proposed hypotheses. Settings of the
DID model are similar with those in Bertrant [16] and Hanlon et al. [17]. Bertrant pointed out that the
DID model can effectively avoid mixing effects of other events on time sequences and recognize causal
relationships of variables. It is widely used in empirical studies. The DID model can be expressed as:

EM1,2 = β1 + β2Treated + β3After + β4Treated ∗ After + β5Age + β6Size
+β7Growth + β8Lev + β9avloss + µ

(3)

In Model 2, EM1,2 is a dependent variable covering EM1 and EM2, which is substituted into
models during test and stands for the earnings management index. Treated, After and Treated ∗
After are independent variables. Treated is an indicator variable set according to hypothesis, with 1 for
the experimental group and 0 for the control group. After is an indicator variable that distinguishes
before and after the “APEC Blue” event, with 1 indicating before the event and 0 after the event.
Treated ∗ After is the interaction term of two variables and its regression coefficient is the main
observation data of the present study. It reflects whether the experimental group (heavy-polluting
enterprises) after the event (“APEC Blue”) has a stronger motivation to control accruable profits and
adopt significantly downward earnings management than the control group (non-heavy-polluting
enterprises) before the event. According to proposed hypotheses, Treated ∗ After is expected to be
negative in the present study. Other variables are control variables, including scale of company (Size),
age of listed company (Age), leverage ratio (Lev), growth opportunity (Growth) and avoiding loss
(Avloss).

3.2.3. Definitions of Variables

(1) Explained Variables

Earnings management (EM): It is measured by the basic Jones model and the modified Jones
model in order to ensure accuracy of research results. Jones model mainly considers total assets,
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fixed assets, receivables and sales revenue. Regression analysis on annual EM of different industries is
performed, finally getting earnings management quality indexes (EM1 and EM2).

(2) Explanatory Variables

1© Treated: Since the present study mainly focuses on heavy-polluting enterprises, we choose
the heavy-polluting enterprises as the experimental group and therefore Treated is set as 1.
Treated of non-heavy-polluting enterprises is defined as 0. Heavy-polluting enterprises and
non-heavy-polluting enterprises are mainly divided manually according to the Announcement
which was released in 2012. To meet H2, H3 and H4, samples in the present study are
further divided into three subgroups according to consumers, enterprise properties and scale of
company to verify the proposed hypotheses. According to the relationship between consumers
and heavy-polluting enterprises, the heavy-polluting enterprises that are directly related with
consumers are used as the experimental group (Treated = 1) and those indirectly related with
consumers are defined as the control group (Treated = 0). In terms of enterprise properties,
non-state-owned heavy-polluting enterprises are defined as the experimental group (Treated = 1)
and the rest are the control group (Treated = 0). In terms of scale of enterprises, large-sized
heavy-polluting enterprises are defined as the experimental group (Treated = 1) and small-sized
enterprises are the control group (Treated = 0). Scale division is accomplished according to the
median of different industries.

2© A f ter the “APEC Blue” event occurred in November 2014: Enterprises have inadequate time to
revise submitted accounting data. Therefore, 2012–2014 is defined as the time before the event
(After = 0) and 2015–2016 is defined as the time after the event (After = 1).

3© Treated ∗ A f ter: The regression coefficient of Treated ∗ After is the main observation data of DID
model and an important content in the research analysis. It indicates whether the experimental
group (heavy-polluting enterprises) has a stronger motivation to control accruable profits after
the “APEC Blue” event than the control group (non-heavy-polluting enterprises) before the event.

(3) Control Variables

Based on the results of Ye and Yao et al. [18], scale of company (Size), age of listed company
(Age), leverage ratio (Lev), growth opportunity (Growth) and avoiding loss (Avloss) are chosen as the
control variables of company characteristics. Considering the applicability of Torbin’s Q on Chinese
stock markets, growth of companies is defined by growth rate of sales revenue. Controlling growth
opportunity of enterprises will influence earnings management of enterprises. Variables and their
definitions are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Selection and definitions of variables.

Variables Definitions

Explained
variables

DA1 Earnings quality in the basic Jones model

DA2 Earnings quality in the modified Jones model

Explanatory
variables

Treated 1 for the experimental group and 0 for the control group

After 1 for at the year and after the occurrence of “APEC Blue” (2014–2016), and 0 for
before it (2012–2013).

Treated ∗ After Interaction term of the two variables above. It is the main observation variable.

Control
variables

Age Age of listed company

Size Scale of company = logarithms of total enterprise assets

Growth Growth = growth rate of sales revenues = (sales revenues of the current period −
sales revenues of the last period)/sales revenues of the last period

Avloss Avoiding loss: if roe of the company is in the interval [0, l%], avloss = 1, or avloss = 0.

Lev Leverage ratio = long-term assets/total assets
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4. Empirical Results and Analysis

4.1. Descriptive Statistics

The descriptive statistics of the whole sample are shown in Table 2. To avoid influences of
extremum, all continuous values are processed by winsorize. In Table 2, EM is generally low and
the mean of EM is −0.0116. Descriptive statistics of different variable groups before and after the
“APEC Blue” are shown in Table 3. Based on the comparison of data before and after the “APEC
Blue” in Table 3, heavy-polluting enterprises have a strong motivation to adopt downward earnings
management after the event. According to EM of experimental group and control group before the
event, EM is insignificant except mean EM in the modified Jones model is negatively significant on the
5% level. However, both mean and median of EM between the experimental group and control group
have significant differences (−0.018) on the 1% level after the event, indicating that, compared to the
control group, the experimental group implements downward earnings management more deeply
after the event. In Table 3, two groups have significant differences in term of mean and median of
Growth but the differences are small. Although there are certain differences in company characteristics
between the two groups, it does not affect the results, as shown by the follow-up study. Here, we
control the company characteristic variables.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the whole sample.

Variables Observed Value Mean SD Min Max

Em1 1205 −0.0104 0.142 −0.256 0.231
Em2 1205 −0.0116 0.0813 −0.120 0.0934
After 1205 1 0 1 1

Treated 1205 0.400 0.490 0 1
Lnsize 1205 3.372 1.022 0.680 7.890

Age 1205 16.55 4.879 5 35
Lev 1205 4.434 4.808 0.490 74.60

Growth 1205 6.475 7.391 −54.59 119.9
Avloss 1205 0.0556 0.229 0 1

Table 3. Descriptive statistics of different variable groups before and after the “APEC Blue” event.

Before

Variables
Experimental Group Control Group MeanDiff MedianDiff

Mean SD Median Mean SD Median (Chi2)

Em1 −0.0230 0.0790 −0.0300 −0.0230 0.0770 −0.0300 −0.00100 0.001
Em2 −0.0200 0.0893 −0.0300 −0.0330 0.0862 0.0866 −0.013 ** 2.375

Lnsize 3.587 1.020 3.495 3.675 0.995 0.978 0.0890 1.277
Growth 5.964 7.280 5.510 7.081 7.502 5.510 1.118 ** 3.646 *

Lev 0.0810 0.263 0 0.0420 0.253 0.228 −0.038 ** 4.330 **
Avloss 0.0640 0.223 0 0.0560 0.216 0.231 −0.00700 0.174

After

Variables
Experimental Group Control Group MeanDiff MedianDiff

Mean SD Median Mean SD Median (Chi2)

Em1 −0.00600 0.0821 −0.0100 −0.00800 0.0751 −0.0100 0.00200 0.166
Em2 −0.0300 0.0922 −0.0400 −0.0130 0.0862 −0.0200 −0.018 *** 9.059 ***

Lnsize 3.190 0.979 3.080 3.268 0.995 3.140 −0.0780 1.377
Growth 8.365 6.274 7.335 7.385 7.502 6.810 0.980 ** 4.772 **

Lev 0.0630 0.251 0 0.0710 0.253 0 -0.00800 0.264
Avloss 0.0560 0.240 0 0.0450 0.216 0 0.0110 0.776

Note: ***, ** and * represent significance levels of 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. MeanDiff represents difference of
means and MedianDiff represents Chi-square value.
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4.2. Correlation Coefficients

Correlation coefficients of variables are shown in Table 4. Obviously, correlation coefficients of
variables are far smaller than 0.5 and the variance inflation factor (VIF) is significantly lower than 10,
indicating that there is no obvious multicollinearity problem. To ensure the reliability of regression
results and reduce effects of heteroscedasticity on the robustness of estimated results, White test is
performed when using the Robust Command to correct SD and t statistics as well as to eliminate
heteroscedasticity. Therefore, the model has no serious collinearity or heteroscedasticity and can be
used for further regression test.

Table 4. Correlation coefficients.

(obs = 2045)

EM2 Treated After Lnsize Age Lev Growth Avloss

EM2 1
After 0.0205 1

Treated 0.0453 0 1
Lnsize −0.00420 −0.0235 0.184 1

Age 0.0499 −0.0228 0.256 0.166 1
Lev 0.00130 −0.0578 −0.0651 −0.263 −0.135 1

Grow 0.00400 −0.119 −0.0952 0.0729 −0.0229 0.0878 1
Avloss −0.00120 0.00960 0.0265 0.00790 −0.0176 −0.0440 −0.184 1

4.3. Analysis of Regression Results

4.3.1. Whole Sample Regression Analysis

The regression analysis results of the whole sample are shown in Table 5. EM1 and EM2 are
earnings management of heavy-polluting enterprises that are measured by manageable accruable
profits by the basic and the modified Jones models. They are used to analyze changes of earnings
management before and after “APEC Blue” event. In the present study, special attention is paid to
Treated ∗After, because it reflects the net effect of earnings management of heavy-polluting enterprises
as a consequence of the “APEC Blue” event. According to H1, Treated ∗After is expected to be negative.
In Table 5, Columns (1) and (2) are earnings management quality (EM1), which is measured by the basic
Jones model, while Columns (3) and (4) are earnings management quality (EM2), which is measured
by the modified Jones model. Columns (2) and (4) are simplified models without control variables.
By comparing Columns (1), (2), (3) and (4), the involvement of control variables will not significantly
affect regression results of major variables. Therefore, certain difference in company characteristic
variables will not affect the final results.

In Columns (1) and (3), Treated ∗ After is negative, which is consistent with the expectation and
significant on the 10% level. Treated ∗ After in Columns (2) and (4) without control variables are
negatively significant on the 10% level, indicating that heavy-polluting enterprises have a strong
motivation to decrease accounting information disclosure quality after the “APEC Blue” event and
adopt downward earnings management to reduce social attentions and meet increasing information
disclosure demand. In other words, H1 is confirmed. After is the effect of other events after the “APEC
Blue” on earnings management. It has a significantly positive correlation with earnings management
on the 1% level, indicating that haze-related events might influence earnings management except
for the “APEC Blue”. This conforms to China’s practical situation and reflects haze has caused great
attentions after the “APEC Blue”, which forces heavy-polluting enterprises to avoid such attention
through earnings management. It is interesting that Treated depicts earnings management difference
between heavy-polluting enterprises and non-heavy-polluting enterprises before the event. Regression
results of Treated in Columns (1) and (2) are insignificant, but regression results of Treated in Columns
(3) and (4) are negative and significant on the 1% level. This means that heavy-polluting enterprises
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have obvious downward earnings management compared to non-heavy-polluting enterprises before
the event and such downward earnings management is further intensified after the “APEC Blue”
event. This agrees with descriptive statistics of different group variables in Table 3. Heavy-polluting
enterprises indeed adopt downward earnings management and disclose unsatisfying accounting
information. The regression results of Treated ∗After show that heavy-polluting enterprises implement
significantly downward earnings management after the event, supporting H1.

The other control variables are significantly correlated with earnings management indexes of
enterprises. Lnsize in Column (1) has a significantly positive correlation with EM on the 1% level,
indicating that the larger the company is, the lower the earnings management will be. The internal
control level is more perfect in the larger company, where earnings management is subject to certain
restrictions. Age has a significantly positive correlation with EM on the 10% level, indicating that
the “older” the company is, the weaker the motivation of earnings management will be. Size and
Age are significant in Column (3). Leverage in Column (3) has a significantly positive correlation
with EM2 on the 5% level, indicating that the higher leverage rate the company has, the lower the
earnings management will be. Leverage reflects the company’s solvency. The higher the leverage rate is,
the stronger solvency the company has. With strong financial support, enterprise has greater confidence
to deal with negative social concern caused by haze. Growth in Column (3) has a significantly positive
correlation with EM2 on the 1% level, indicating that the greater the Growth is, the lower the earnings
management will be. A high growth capacity of a company may signal its good business performance
to investors, markets and the public, and its motivation of downward earnings management is weak.
Avloss in Column (3) has a significantly positive correlation with EM2 on the 5% level, indicating
that the stronger the motivation to avoid losses, the lower the earnings management will be. For the
motivation of avoiding loss, enterprise prefer showing more decent book assets to downward earnings
management to enhance employee motivation and win the trust of investors.

Table 5. Regression results of the whole sample.

Variables
(1) (2) (3) (4)

EM1 EM1 EM2 EM2

After
0.0253 *** 0.0256 *** 0.0185 *** 0.0256 ***

(4.258) (4.228) (3.748) (4.228)

Treated
0.00278 0.0112 −0.00246 *** −0.00325 ***
(0.387) (1.554) (−3.158) (−4.287)

Treated * After
−0.0152 * −0.0169 * −0.00214 −0.0174 *
(−1.723) (−1.875) (−0.259) (−1.75)

Lnsize
0.0173 *** 0.0166 ***

(6.615) (7.411)

Age 0.000842 * 0.000501
(1.776) (1.180)

Lev
0.000902 0.000658 **
(1.569) (2.056)

Growth
−0.000355 0.00144 ***
(−1.117) (5.742)

Avloss
0.0111 0.0227 **
(1.154) (2.573)

Constant
−0.110 *** −0.0370 *** −0.108 *** −0.0370 ***
(−8.850) (−7.758) (−10.483) (−7.758)

Observations 2041 2041 2041 2041

R-squared 0.050 0.011 0.060 0.011

Note: Robust t-statistics in parentheses; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05 and * p < 0.1.
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4.3.2. Subsample Regression

The whole sample is further divided into three subgroups based on H2, H3 and H4. The division
is made in terms of the relationship between consumers and heavy-polluting enterprises, enterprise
properties and enterprise scale. Columns (1) and (2) in Table 6 show regression results of the subsample
of heavy-polluting enterprises that are directly related with consumers. In Column (1), Treated ∗ After
and EM1 are negative, but not significant. It is interesting that, in Column (2), Treated ∗ After is −16.62
and is significantly correlated with EM2 on the 5% significance level. Hence, it is speculated that
errors might be caused by the difference between EM1 and EM2. Wang et al. [19] pointed out that the
modified Jones model can recognize accruable earnings management and estimate operating accruable
earnings management better in panel data of industries. Therefore, the present study concludes that
H2 is true based on EM2. In Columns (1) and (2), some control variables are significantly correlated
with earnings management. It is noteworthy that Age in Column (2) is negatively correlated with EM
on the 1% significance level and is different from the regression results of the whole sample. In other
words, “older” heavy-polluting enterprises that are directly related with consumers concern more
on a good impression with consumers. After the haze event, “younger” enterprises have a stronger
motivation to adopt downward earnings management to reduce consumers’ attention.

Columns (3) and (4) in Table 6 are the regression results of the subsample of heavy-polluting
enterprises divided in terms of size based on median of enterprises. Heavy-polluting enterprises larger
than the median are large enterprises and defined as 1; otherwise, they are defined as 0. Attention
is paid to whether Treated ∗ After in Column (4) is consistent with the expectation of the present
study. It can be seen from Column (4) that Treated ∗ After is negative and significant on the 10%
level. Therefore, H3 is true. Based on a further study, Treated is negative and significant on the 5%
level, indicating that large-sized enterprises have implemented a significant downward earnings
management before the “APEC Blue” event, which is further intensified after the event. This further
proves that H3 is true. Large-sized enterprises are easier to attract social attention than small-sized ones.
After the “APEC Blue” event, large-sized heavy-polluting enterprises are easier to attract attention from
the government and the public, so they are more careful with information disclosure than small-sized
ones, resulting in low quality of disclosed accounting information, even mixed with false information.

Columns (5) and (6) in Table 6 are the regression results of the subsample of heavy-polluting
enterprises that are classified according to enterprise properties. Treated ∗ After in Column (6) is
negative, which is consistent with the expectation of the present study. It is significant on the 1%
level. Therefore, H4 is true. Treated is negative and significant on the 5% level, indicating that
non-state-owned heavy-polluting enterprises have adopted obvious downward earnings management
before the event. This further proves that H4 is true. In terms of practical significance, non-state-owned
enterprises are inferior to state-owned enterprises with respect to resources accession. To cope
with increasing social negative attention and government cost caused by haze events, they have
a strong motivation to adopt downward earnings management to avoid excessive attention and
unnecessary monitoring.

Table 6. Regression Results of Subsamples.

Variables
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

CUST_EM1 CUST_EM2 SIZE_EM1 SIZE_EM2 SOE_EM1 SOE_EM2

After
0.0215 −16.11 −0.00105 0.0286 *** 0.0159 *** −0.00462
(1.612) (−1.192) (−0.175) (4.334) (3.230) (−1.007)

Treated
−0.00461 8.162 −0.00593 −0.0160 ** −0.00897 −0.0149 **
(−0.795) (1.306) (−0.852) (−2.401) (−1.379) (−2.406)

Treated * After
−0.00884 −16.62 ** −0.00978 −0.0167 * 0.00283 −0.0342 ***
(−0.470) (−2.263) (−1.091) (−1.701) (0.345) (−2.958)
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Table 6. Cont.

Variables
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

CUST_EM1 CUST_EM2 SIZE_EM1 SIZE_EM2 SOE_EM1 SOE_EM2

Lnsize
0.0166 *** 0.710 0.00536 * 0.0157 *** 0.0131 *** 0.00344

(5.282) (0.719) (1.867) (4.853) (5.484) (1.476)

Age 0.000281 −0.985 *** −0.000836 * 0.000272 −0.000612 −0.000600
(0.498) (−5.319) (−1.712) (0.468) (−1.390) (−1.464)

Lev
0.000799 ** −0.456 ** 0.000378 0.000847 ** 0.000716 ** 0.000204

(2.026) (−2.237) (0.721) (2.079) (2.421) (0.605)

Growth
0.00728 ** −1.112 0.0102 *** 0.00750 ** 0.00450 * 0.0138 ***

(2.100) (−0.167) (3.794) (2.092) (1.925) (5.634)

Avloss
0.00204 0.0189 *** −0.00108 0.00229 −0.00297 −0.00472
(0.194) (2.850) (−0.128) (0.212) (-0.405) (−0.706)

Constant
−0.0890 *** 27.73 * −0.0304 ** −0.104 *** −0.0826 *** −0.0320 ***

(−6.417) (1.958) (−2.271) (−7.106) (−7.231) (−2.984)

Observations 1116 1116 1132 1132 1414 1414

R-squared 0.063 0.006 0.030 0.059 0.043 0.042

Note: Robust t-statistics in parentheses; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05 and * p < 0.1.

4.3.3. Robustness Test

To ensure the robustness of the results, the robustness of the whole samples is tested. Since the
regression analysis is mainly based on EM2, it is used as the dependent variable of robustness test.
Panel data and OLS are applied in the above empirical test. This paper adopts the method of replacing
measurement method to test the robustness, which is substituting fixed effect panel regression for
ordinary OLS. The panel model with fixed effect is used and control variables are added gradually.
Regression results are shown in Table 7. It is noteworthy that there is a significant negative correlation
between Growth and EM2 in Table 7, while a significant positive correlation is shown in Column (3)
of Table 5, which needs further explanation. Enterprise with great growth has good prospects for
development, whose corporate performance has shown steady growth in recent years. Meanwhile,
some well-developed enterprises begin to receive public attention and bear more social responsibilities,
thus having motivation to control earnings management for reducing public attention to avoid the
social costs associated with additional social concern. From the point of view of data structure and
regression model, this article uses the panel regression, the results of which are more convincing than
ordinary OLS regression results. Therefore, from a practical point of view, heavy-polluting enterprises
with better growth are more motivated to control earnings management. Apart from the Growth
control variable, the regression results of main variables are similar to the previous hypotheses and
regression results. Hence, empirical results in the present study have robustness.

Table 7. Robustness Test of Panel Regression.

Variables
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

EM2 EM2 EM2 EM2 EM2 EM2

Treated
−0.00696 −0.00666 −0.00670 −0.00666 −0.00801 −0.00783
(−0.84) (−0.80) (−0.80) (−0.80) (−0.96) (−0.94)

After
0.0110 ** 0.0142 ** 0.0143 ** 0.00494 0.00277 0.00258

(2.07) (2.46) (2.47) (0.58) (0.32) (0.30)

Treated * After
−0.0167 ** −0.0178 ** −0.0179 ** −0.0184 ** −0.0179 ** −0.0180 **

(−2.28) (−2.47) (−2.47) (−2.54) (-2.45) (−2.47)
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Table 7. Cont.

Variables
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

EM2 EM2 EM2 EM2 EM2 EM2

Lnsize
−0.00791 −0.00775 −0.0114 −0.00737 −0.00716
(−1.04) (−1.01) (−1.42) (−0.91) (−0.88)

Lev
0.000246 0.000216 0.000121 0.000121

(0.23) (0.20) (0.11) (0.11)

Age 0.00541 0.00455 0.00459
(1.42) (1.21) (1.21)

Growth
−0.00164 *** −0.00164 ***

(−4.20) (−4.20)

Avloss
0.00839
(0.78)

Constant
−0.0197 *** 0.00642 0.00473 −0.0703 −0.0567 −0.0584

(−9.94) (0.26) (0.18) (−1.17) (−0.95) (−0.97)

Observations 1636 1636 1636 1636 1636 1636

R-squared 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02

Number of id 409 409 409 409 409 409

Note: Robust t-statistics in parentheses; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05 and * p < 0.1.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

Based on the “APEC Blue” event in 2014, effects of social pressure caused by negative social
attention on accounting information disclosure of heavy-polluting enterprises are discussed in this
paper with the use of empirical data. We have investigated whether social pressure increase information
disclosure quality of heavy-polluting enterprises. In terms of information disclosure intention of
heavy-polluting enterprises, low-carbon consciousness of consumers and enterprise properties and
size, heavy-polluting enterprises have a strong motivation to adopt downward earnings management.
In the present study, net influences of haze effect on earnings management of enterprises are discussed
based on interference of other events on time series eliminated by DID model, further verifying the
proposed hypotheses. After the “APEC Blue” event, heavy-polluting enterprises have motivations
to decrease book profits and the disclosed accounting information quality is decreased accordingly.
According to the regression results of H2, H3 and H4, heavy-polluting enterprises that are directly
related with consumers, non-state-owned enterprises and large-sized enterprises have stronger
motivations to adopt downward earnings management. In addition, Guay [20] pointed out that
negative social attention will influence the production process of enterprise information to some
extent. More extensive scenarios are needed to test it. However, most existing studies describe effects
of haze event on accounting information disclosure of enterprises from the perspective of political
cost. In the present study, an empirical study is carried out from the perspective of negative social
attention, which provides a new microscopic perspective to study haze. Considering downward
earnings management of heavy-polluting enterprises in an attempt to reduce public attention and
avoid environmental regulation, three suggestions are hereby proposed.

Firstly, non-state-owned heavy-polluting enterprises have a stronger feeling of “insecurity” upon
negative social attention and strict environmental regulations caused by haze than state-owned
enterprises. How to increase non-state-owned heavy-polluting enterprises’ feeling of “security” is
crucial to improve information disclosure quality. Relevant authorities should offer “punishment” and
“award” simultaneously. In addition, the auditing department should perfect the auditing system of
accounting information of enterprises, severely punish enterprises with financial fraud while offer
certain subsides to heavy-polluting enterprises struggling with environmental pollution. Moreover,
government should urge enterprises to enhance the “honesty” culture and encourage social media to
pay attention to their social responsibilities in environmental protection and disclosure of financial
information. Large-sized heavy-polluting enterprises need more strict supervision.
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Secondly, consumers who are greatly associated with enterprises’ benefits should play an
important role in influencing enterprise behavior. According to the regression results, Treated *
After of subsamples related with consumers is about −16 and significant on the 5% level, indicating
that enterprises that are directly related with consumers have stronger motivations to adopt downward
earnings management after the haze event. Therefore, it is extremely important to raise low-carbon
consciousness of consumers. As the hot topic for three consecutive years, “haze” has wide concern
in the public. Since haze control is not satisfactory in recent years, people have more concern for
environmental issues and put forward higher and higher requirements on information disclosure
quality of heavy-polluting enterprises due to the awakening low-carbon consciousness. However,
people’s low-carbon consciousness still focuses on energy conservation and power saving, paying little
attention to the behavior of heavy-polluting enterprises. When low-carbon consciousness of consumers
reaches a certain extent, the consumers will ask heavy-polluting enterprises to disclose high-quality
information. They will take the initiative to supervise local heavy-polluting enterprises, which are
conducive to avoid environmental pollution and pretended behaviors.

Thirdly, based on the empirical test data, we suggest that scholars pay more attention to
heavy-polluting enterprises that are directly related with consumers, non-state-owned enterprises and
large-sized enterprises. They should test the authenticity of disclosed accounting information and
eliminate “false” information to reduce research error. According to the empirical regression in the
present study, these types of enterprises have a stronger motivation to adopt earnings management
when coping with social attention and government supervision, disclosing false accounting information
to some extent. Scholars should judge the authenticity of data in future studies.

Finally, our study suggests several promising avenues for future research. Firstly, researchers
could investigate other types of heavy-polluting enterprises (e.g., industry classification and brand
awareness of enterprises). Secondly, researchers could explore whether heavy-polluting enterprises
take action to conserve energy and reduce emission under public pressure, increasing operating costs
and resulting in a deviation from earnings management results. Thirdly, whether the real economic
structure has changed before and after the “APEC Blue” event needs to be further studied.
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